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Round 2 - fill in the missing words of these song titles which are either names of buildings, rooms
etc .
1. The ------ of love (The Dixie Cups)
2. All along the ---------(Jimmy Hendrix)
3. Gimme ------(Rolling Stones)
4. ------’s Out (Alice Cooper)
5. ----- Bam (Sweet)
6. ----- California (Eagles)
7. Love ----(B52 ’s)
8. -------- Blitz (Sweet)
9. Mirror in the -------- (The Beat)
10.She came in through the -------(Beatles)
11.---- of the Rising Sun (Animals)
12.------- (Freya Ridings)
13.Our ----(Madness)
14.You always find me in the ------- at parties (Jona Louie)
15.---- the customer satisfied
(Simon and Garfunkel)
16.The continuing story of -------- Bill
(Beatles)
17.Another brick in the ---- (Pink Floyd)
18.--------- Rock
(Elvis)
19.------ of the poison mind (Culture Club)
20.---- on loving you
(REO Speedwagon)
Round 3

1

From what stone is the Taj Mahal built?

2

What is the birthstone for the month of September?

3

Which cartoon cat would you associate with the bird Tweety Pie?

4

Approximately how many babies are born in the world every minute? 3, 20 or 300?

5

Which film featured a parrot called Polynesia?

6

Who was the oldest member of the Beatles?

7

Which island is part of Danish territory, but if regarded as a country would be the 12th
largest in the world?

8

Which English King was publicly beheaded in front of his palace in 1649?

9

What nationality was the racing driver Ayrton Senna?

10

What was the first food consumed by the astronauts of Apollo 11 after landing on the Moon?

11

Which famous fictional character lives at 4 Privet Drive, Little Whinging?

12

In the French language, when is `le soir`?

13

True or False: `copyrightable` is the longest word in the English language that can be
written without repeating a letter?

14

What is the longest river in Italy?

15

In both the Old and New testaments which book has the shortest title?

16

Who solves the crime in `Death on the Nile`?

17

What is the one place in all of Great Britain that the Queen cannot visit?

18

Which of the following elements has a chemical symbol which does not begin with `A`?
Silver, Gold or Tin?

19

What colour are the stars on the Chinese flag?

20

Which king was killed from getting hit by an arrow in his eye?

Answer to Week 21 Quiz
Round 1
1 rose

2 lily

3 tulip

4 daffodil

5 sunflower

6 orchid

7 carnation

8 bluebell

9 fresia

10 poppy

11 sweet pea

12 peony

13dahlia

14 daisy

15 foxglove

16 magnolia

17 iris

18 forget me not

19 violet

20 pansy

21 lupin

22 snapdragon

23 hydrangea

24 cow parsley

25 gladioli

26 anemone

27 thrift

Round 2
1 chapel

2 watchtower

3 shelter

4 school

5 wig wam

6 hotel

7 shack

8 ballroom

9 bathroom

10 bathroom

12 house

13 house

17 wall

18 jailhouse

11 castles ( good song look on utube )
14 kitchen

15 keep

19 church

20 keep

16 bungalow

Round 3
1. From what stone is the Taj Mahal built?

marble

2. What is the birthstone for the month of September?

sapphire

3. Which cartoon cat would you associate with the bird Tweety Pie?

Sylvester

4. Approximately how many babies are born in the world every minute? 3, 20 or 300? 20
5. Which film featured a parrot called Polynesia?

Dr Doolitttle

6. Who was the oldest member of the Beatles? Ringo Starr
7. Which island is part of Danish territory, but if regarded as a country would be the 12th largest
in the world? Greenland
8. Which English King was publicly beheaded in front of his palace in 1649?
9. What nationality was the racing driver Ayrton Senna?

Charles 1st

Brazilian

10. What was the first food consumed by the astronauts of Apollo 11 after landing on the Moon? turkey

11.Which famous fictional character lives at 4 Privet Drive, Little Whinging? Harry Potter
12.In the French language, when is `le soir`?

the evening

13.True or False: `copyrightable` is the longest word in the English language that can be written
without repeating a letter? False - uncopyrightable
14.What is the longest river in Italy?

Po

15.In both the Old and New testaments which book has the shortest title? Job
16.Who solves the crime in `Death on the Nile`?

Poirot

17.What is the one place in all of Great Britain that the Queen cannot visit? House of Commons
18. Which of the following elements has a chemical symbol which does not begin with `A`? Silver, Gold or
Tin? Tin

19.What colour are the stars on the Chinese flag? Yellow
20.Which king was killed from getting hit by an arrow in his eye? Harold

Answers to Quiz - Week 20
Round 1 – Composers
1. Beethoven
5 Bach
9 Elton John
13 Edvard Grieg
17 Mick Jagger

2 Paul McCartney
6 Pete Waterman
10 Bob Dylan
14 Taylor Swift
18 George Harrison

3 Mozart
7 Handel
11 David Bowie
15 Carole King
19 Elvis Presley

4 Paul Simon
8 John Lennon
12 Dolly Parton
16 Bruce Springsteen
20 Vivaldi

Round 2
 Find the missing birds /animals etc. based on bands /music artists
1 seagulls
2 monkeys
3 cat
4 hawk
5 pussy cat
6 dog
7 rats
8 cats
9 crow
10 leppard
 Find the missing colours in these songs
1 yellow
2 brown
5 blue
6 white
9 red
10 black

3 green
7 gold

4 purple
8 blue

Round 3
1

In horse racing what term is given to a horse that has not won a race? maiden

2

Which city is known as the eternal city?

3

For which newspaper did superman work? Daily Planet

4

How many players are there in a volley ball team? 6

5

The binary system uses which 2 numerical digits? 0 and 1

6

Who wrote `Lord Of The Flies`? William Golding

7

What is the only sign of the zodiac that contains none of the letters in the word `Bungee`? Scorpio

8

What is the Spanish name for a Bullfighter? matador

9

Which two months are named after Roman Emperors?

10

What is the chemical symbol for the element Nickel?

11

Which Beatle led the way across the zebra crossing on the Abbey Road album cover? John Lennon

12

Which of the following planets is the smallest - Neptune, Earth or Mars? Mars

13

What is the modern-day name for the country formerly known as Kampuchea? Cambodia

14

Who had a hit in 1984 with `99 Red Balloons`? Nene

15

What is the unofficial internet term for junk e-mail? spam

16

In which country does the river Amazon rise? Peru

17

Where in the human body would you find the malleus, incus and stapes? ear

Rome

July & August
Ni

18
Which famous literary character lived at No.7 in Saville Row in London, before embarking on a
famous journey? Phileas Fogg
19

Which 1942 film features the characters Rick, Isla and Laszlo? Casablanca

20

If you were `Doing Leap Frog` or `Walking The Dog` what would you be using? A YO YO

